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[prMac.com] British Columbia, Canada - Fit'em Right Measurement Applications today is pleased to introduce Fit'em 
Right Windows for iOS, an update to their Reference app that serves as a complete guide for window replacement 
and installation, putting the expertise of a contractor on an iDevice. Providing step-by-step instructions, tips on 
accurate measuring, instructional videos, a database of window types and sizes, and sharable, printable reports, 
Fit'em Right Windows, eliminates the need for an expensive contractor. The comprehensive app takes the 
guesswork out of measuring, choosing, and installing new or replacement windows.

Fit'em Right Windows provides detailed instructions on everything a homeowner needs to know about window types 
and measurements. Featuring step-by-step instructions, in-depth how-to videos, and detailed information on types 
of windows and window openings, with Fit'em Right Windows, a ladder, a tape measure, and an iDevice, do-it-
yourselfers and contractors alike will accurately record measurements for new or replacement windows, on-site.

In window replacement, small measurement errors can cost thousands of dollars. Fit'em Right Windows saves 
consumers from making costly mistakes in window measuring with detailed instruction and information, such as the 
differences between window frames, j-trim, windowsills, and brick mould. Utilizing Fit'em Right Windows, users 
easily identify the correct parts of the window to be included in measurements.
According to Consumer Reports, homeowners may save up to 25 percent of their energy costs, with replacement 
windows. Utilizing Fit'em Right Windows to aid in window replacement, users will have all of the knowledge of a 
contractor at their fingertips, saving additional money by cutting the cost of a contractor, while still maintaining the 
accuracy of a contractor's measurements. With accurate measurements in hand, users may price shop for windows 
with ease, ready to order the correct windows at any time, broadening the selection of window options beyond a 
contractor's specific supplier.

Feature Highlights:
* How to Videos provide step-by-step instructions on measuring, window types, and how to determine window 
openings
* Types of Windows presents information and quick reference on types of windows and industry terms
*Start Measuring guides the user through recording accurate measurements for each window by room
* Saved Reports offer room specific reports featuring window measurements, opening types, and measurement      
images
* Emailed Reports allow users to print and go with detailed reports that take measurements anywhere

Fit'em Right Windows' authoritative information enables users to take advantage of Utility, Provincial, and State 
Energy Incentive and Rebate programs. Window replacement will benefit homeowners with security from rising 
energy costs, greater home comfort, and improved resale value.

"With energy cost concerns and tightening budgets, homeowners are looking for hands-on ways to save money and 
conserve energy. Fit'em Right Windows is a window replacement contractor in your pocket that provides the 
knowledge and step-by-step expertise to help homeowners replace windows with ease, saving time and money," 
said Fit'em Right Measurement Applications founder, Heather Hornoi. "If your house is over twenty five years old, 
you should run out and buy this app immediately. You'll avoid common costly mistakes and save hundreds of dollars 
a year."

Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch
* Requires iOS 4.0 or later
* 50.3 MB

Pricing and Availability:
Fit'em Right Windows 1.1 is available now for $1.99 (USD), worldwide, exclusively through the App Store in the 
Reference category.

Located in British Columbia, Canada, Fit'em Right Measurement Applications was founded by Heather Hornoi in 
2011. The company's premiere application is Fit'em Right Windows, a windows replacement application designed 
for the empowered do-it-yourselfer. Copyright (C) 2012 Fit'em Right Measurement Applications Ltd. All Rights 
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other 
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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